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invitational

Welcome To Issue 18!

Stephan Hechenberger on Apr 2 2003

CADRE Invitational
Five sessions revolving around
Interface: Software as cultural
production
+++++
project

A Pierre Lévy Project
SWITCH proudly presents
Lévy's current research project
called the Collective
Intelligence Game.
+++++

issue 18

After weeks of hard work we are proud to present the 18th issue of Switch. As
software is continuing to gain importance, the CADRE Laboratory has been
looking at the cultural embracement of software. This absorption into wide
areas of our lives is occurring at times when software has already established
a clear trajectory. It has had a highly military and commercial background and
it is aiming at a reduction to "default software" in the tradition of Word,
Photoshop and Yahoo Mail. Looking for alternatives is not a technical concern
anymore but it is a cultural one. -st
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